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	HEADLINE: pathogenicity gene-based markers
	TITLE: Development of SSR markers for detection, genotyping, phenotyping and genetic diversity assessment of Candidatus Liberibacter strains in Florida
	DATE: 7/13/2012
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Pathogen/Disease Detection]
	ABSTRACT: Previously, we sequenced and genotyped Las isolates from four major citrus production countries, USA, Brazil, China and India based on the five virulence-related gene loci, ftn (CLIASIA 03035), phoU (CLIASIA 02950), flgH and two genes homologs to pilus assembly proteins (CLIASIA 03575 and CLIASIA 03545). During this report period (April-July, 2012), we extended our sequencing analyses of Las isolates to wider geological locations including Vietnam, Cambodia, Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand.  Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in coding regions could result in a change in the amino acid if such a change alters the codon for the amino acid (non-synonymous) or have no effect on the amino acid due to degenerate codon usage (synonymous). Analysis of ftn gene (CLIASIA 03035) showed that while overall sequence similarities among all isolates are 97-98%, one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) was consistently identified in Japan and Indian isolates where nucleotide “G” was substituted with “C”. This SNP results in the alternation of amino acid from histidines to glutamine. Sequence alignment of pilus assembly gene (CLIBASIA_03075) showed that isolates from Vietnam, Cambodia, Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand have “GT” instead of “AC” which is found most in isolates from USA (Florida), Brazil, Indian, and China, respectively. The switch of GT to AC results in changes of amino acids from serine to alanine and threonine to valine. For pilus assembly gene (CLIBASIA_03045), the DNA sequencies of most isolates are identical except isolates from Cambodia where 24% of them have SNPs for “AG” or “GG” instead of “TC”. Such alternations resulted in the changing of amino acid from serine to glycine and arginine to glycine. Analysis of flgH gene sequences indicated that 45% isolates from Cambodia have “A” instead of “G” while 25% isolates from Vietnam have SNP with “G” instead of “T”. Nucleotide substitutions result in amino acid changes from proline to leucine and threonine to proline, respectively. Compiling the genotyping of this data with our previous results, we constructed a Las genotyping database based on five putative virulence gene loci. Clearly, that non-synonymous SNPs identified within a gene's coding region led to the alternation of amino acid sequences that would have potential effects on protein folding, functionality and cellular response to the environment. To further characterize and determine the relationship between the genotype vs. the phenotype, in vitro orthologous gene replacement approach was used.  Two pilus genes were first selected to evaluate the possible functions in Las. Comparative analysis of Las and Xylella fastidiosa (XF) genomes revealed that the Las possessed pilus gene that was homologous to the pilus gene of Xf which is a xylem-limited pathogenic bacterium causing citrus and grape diseases. It was reported that the pilus assembly protein accounts for twitching motility in XF which is essential for virulence. Like other intracellular pathogenic bacteria, ability of movement is necessary for Las to causes a systemic infection. To test the function of pilus genes in Las, we created pilus mutant XF by a site specific gene knock-out technique. The DNA sequences (with their own promoters) encoded for two pilus assembly homologue proteins were amplified from different SNP types of Las isolates. The amplified genes were cloned into a protein expression vector which was then transformed into pilus-deficient mutants of Xf via electroporation. The colonies grown from selected medium will be identified and further tested by PCR to confirm successful replacement of Las pilus gene. Currently, we are developing a bioassay to evaluate the mobility of complementary Xf strains. 
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